
PETTENGILL ACADEMY

GUIDE TO :
RUNNERS // JOGGERS // WALKERS // RIDERS

*ADAPTED FROM RON CLARK’S “MOVE YOUR BUS”



ABOUT THE BOOK
IS YOUR COMPANY LAGGING BEHIND?
Ron Clark travels across the country consulting with innovative Fortune 500
companies, whip-smart business leaders, and talented individuals across all walks
of life. And the one thing he’s learned for certain is: no matter what your business
does, the members of your team are the key to unlocking its success. But is your
team moving at top speed?

Imagine your company as a bus �lled with people who either help or hinder the
team’s ability to move it forward: Runners (who consistently go above and
beyond for the good of the company), Joggers (who do their jobs without pushing
them selves), Walkers (who are just getting pulled along), and Riders (who hinder
success and drag the team down). And as the boss, it’s the Driver’s job to steer the
organization, encourage the workers to keep the “bus” moving, and sometimes
kick o� those who aren’t pulling their weight.

The distance the bus travels represents the goals and progress of your company. In
Move Your Bus, Clark will teach you the strategies and techniques you’ll need to
inspire employees and team leaders alike to work harder and smarter, maximize
team performance, and take your organization where you want to go.

This guide is put together to help you evaluate the associates we have

on our bus. The first step in using this guide is to read “Move Your

Bus” by Ron Clark.



RUNNERS
Consistently go above and
beyond what is required.
Runners need little
guidance, but a lot of
support - they may make
occasional mistakes
(because they’re moving so
fast!), but they also are the
most productive, creative
members of any team.

Runners are always pushing hard. Self-starters. Have tons of ideas.

Make mistakes and continue on. It’s critical to support and help these

people in whatever way possible!

Runners are the fuel that accelerates the bus forward! Other traits of

runners include :

● They are never on their cellphone.

● They ask “How can I help?” or “Where do you need me?”

● They almost never call out.

● Take ownership of their decisions, good or bad!

● Engages with all students in a meaningful way.

● Models our values and Mentors new associates.

● Offer suggestions to solve problems. ( ie - refilling supplies )



● Maintains a positive attitude and helps others to win.

● Does not gossip.

● Always using Active Supervision

Tips :
- Having Runners maintain their speed is far more

beneficial than having one Rider drop their feet and
begin to walk.

- As an administrator, there is nothing you can do that is
more detrimental to the organization than kill the spirit
of your Runners.

We play favorites, and Runners are the favorites! First consideration for

rewards and treats should always go to Runners. They propel the bus forward

to achieve our goals. The best way to create a good team is to adopt the

habits of a Runner : Show up to work early, Dress your best and put in the

extra mile to perform well and complete tasks! And lastly focus on how you

communicate, you should not engage in any kind of negative conversations.

Reward Ideas : Monday and Fridays off are reserved for Runners. We don’t

have set days off, but if a Monday or Friday are available for an associate to

have a day off they are reserved for Runners! Bring them out to lunch or

supper. Have food delivered for them or bring them their favorite snack.

Offer to give them the a�ernoon off, if approved give them the a�ernoon off

paid! Give them the opportunity to give input or ask their advice on how to

handle a task or new project.



JOGGERS
Do well with their jobs
without pushing
themselves. Joggers need a
bit more validation than
Runners, but they can really
shift into high gear at times
when it’s needed. Most
Joggers have the ability to
accelerate into Runners, in
the right environment.

Does a good job and helps. Never going to get the big promotion but

adds value to the team. Quality team member.

Joggers are helpful and valuable team members, but follow and don’t

lead. Other traits of Joggers include :

● Are steady and dependable.

● They tend to be fairly punctual, and only occasionally call out.

● Are conscientious about following the rules.

● They can “kick it into high gear”, but only for short periods of

time.

● Joggers want validation & seek praise.

● Keeps the classroom engaged 95% of the time.

● Uses Active Supervision most of the time.



● Wants to be with and learn from Runners!

● Tries to be positive. While not really engaging in negativity, can

be found in the middle of it.

● Focused on the details.

Tips :
- Joggers, unlike the runners, do not exceed expectations,

but managers can depend on them since they always
come when called upon.

- Joggers can be motivated to become Runners.

As we look at our organization and plan, Joggers must be accounted for

closely behind Runners. Runners are certainly the favorites, but Joggers play a

vital role. They help the Runners in moving the bus forward. Attention should

be paid to reward Joggers : Monday or Fridays off, take them out for lunch or

supper, order them breakfast, lunch or supper, bring them in a snack, give

them the a�ernoon off, give them the a�ernoon off paid.

Pairing Joggers and Runners together is a great way to encourage Joggers to

speed up and become a Runner. The Runners energy is contagious and they

will want to help the Jogger become a Runner. Joggers also have a very

important place within the company. They typically are not looking to

advance or be promoted. Where Runners are not usually focused on the

details, Joggers are! And they are committed to doing the job 100% every

time!



WALKERS
Are just getting pulled
along in their jobs, and their
slow pace often drags down
the whole organization. But
even Walkers can improve
under a system that
rewards performance and
results.

Sometimes goes in the right direction. Needs help and coaxing.

Occasionally with great support can become a Jogger but not o�en.

“People who walk slow ain’t got nowhere to go.” - Ron Clark

Walkers should almost always be shown the door. Other traits

include :

● Consistently unreliable or

● Have periods when they are reliable then are unreliable.

● Call out of work o�en.

● They are not engaged with the classroom or students.

● High frequency of Incident Reports from the classroom.

● Can frequently be found engaging in negative talking ( gossip ).



● Seems to do enough to “fly under the radar”.

● Uses Active Supervision about 40% of the time.

● Has a hard time maintaining a positive attitude.

Tips :
- Walkers are slow, but have the potential to grow, and are

much better than the Riders, who do their job only when
they are sure that someone is watching.

- Walkers contribute the least, but still make some steps
forward.

Walkers sometimes make decisions tough for a Driver. They will pull at the

heart strings and make you feel for them or their situation that they are

always in. A Walker can only ever be a Jogger, so we must determine if it is

worth the energy, time and effort to elevate a Walker to only be a Jogger. It

can be done, but the Walker has to be willing to speed up or elevate to being

a Jogger.

When it comes time for rewards, Walkers can still be deserving of a reward.

While they may not be first in line for a long weekend, paid day off or a paid

lunch. They typically find more meaningful rewards in a “Hello” every

morning, a High 5 when you catch them doing something right, giving them a

Shout Out on the Kudo’s Board. We help them become better when we are

sure to Empower them instead of Enabling them.



RIDER
Just pick up their feet and
let others do all the work,
and their apathy is toxic to
the entire team. The
problem : they’re often
adept at hiding in plain
sight. Trying to “fix” a Rider
may not even be worth the
time and energy.

Doesn’t carry their weight at all. Not a good fit. Needs to find a

different home ASAP.

“I don’t care how smart you are, if you don’t have a strong work ethic

then you are slowing down the bus.” - Ron Clark

Other traits include :

● Call out with a high frequency.

● Regularly blame others for their mistakes.

● Never uses Active Supervision.

● High frequency of Incident Reports from the classroom.

● Regularly on their cellphone.

● Seems to disregard for rules and regulations.



● Can frequently be found engaging in negative talk ( gossip ).

● Almost never in a positive attitude.

● Parents request to not have the teacher.

● Does not engage with students or the classroom.

Tips :
- Riders lack work ethic, and are the hardest to manage.
- Riders do nothing, just keep the bus back.

Same as a Walker, Riders can make decisions tough for a Driver. Always

Beware the Bundt Cake!! Good intentions may sometimes have alternative

motives, and they are tough to see.

Luckily, if you know the signs to look for you can spot a Rider very quickly;

usually before they have completed 90 days! This is why the New Hire Check

In schedule is so important as we can “check the pulse” and make sure the

associate is a proper fit for the bus. In diagnosing the situation we must ask

ourselves : “Have we given the associate all the tools to succeed?” If the

answer is Yes and they do not match out Mission, Vision and Values then

they must get off the bus. If the answer is No, then we must determine what

tools we need to provide them to succeed and if they match our Mission,

Vision and Values.

The most a Rider can elevate to be is a Walker.



DRIVER
This is you!

Are the leaders who steer
the whole “bus” - and the
way they deal with the
Runners, Joggers, Walkers,
and even the occasional
Riders on their team will
determine the success (or
lack thereof) of the business.

The Driver, or the manager, should first focus on the Runners, since

they are the hard workers who if allowed, can be the backbone of the

organization. They should encourage and support Runners, and show

them that they value their efforts! The Driver is the one directing the

team and pushing everyone forward. Fuel the Runners!!

If you are reading this booklet, then you are a Driver at Pettengill

Academy, or you are being trained to become one!

Our job, as Drivers,  is to keep the bus moving forward & the gas tank

full. There is no finish line, because as we grow and learn and become

better the finish line moves or changes destination. And that's ok,

that’s why we set our directions every year to help guide us to the



finish line. We take care of our people by making sure the bus has a

full tank of gas and the Driver is focused on the directions.

Our bus runs on FTE. If we keep our tank full we can keep moving

forward and continue to offer the best quality care for our students

and the best place to work for our associates!

Implementation Guide :

Step 1 : Read “Move Your Bus” by Ron Clark

Step 2 : Read this Guide to Move Your Bus

Step 3 : Evaluate staff using this guide

Step 4 : Take steps to reward Runners & Joggers

Step 5 : Determine strategy to either elevate Walkers or get them off

the bus

Step 6 : Determine strategy to get Riders off the bus as quickly as

possible

Step 7 : Repeat Steps 1 - 6 monthly

If you need assistance or have any questions, please email :

zack@pettengillacademy.com

mailto:zack@pettengillacademy.com

